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Abstract In a series of three experiments, we used an ambiguous plaid motion stimulus to explore the behavioral and
electrophysiological effects of prior stimulus exposures and
perceptual states on current awareness. The results showed
that prior exposure to a stimulus biased toward one percept led
to subsequent suppression of that percept. In contrast, in the
absence of stimulus bias, prior perceptual experience can have
a facilitative influence. The suppressive effects caused by the
prior stimulus were found to transfer to an ambiguous plaid
test stimulus rotated 180º relative to the adaptation stimulus,
but were abolished if (1) the ambiguous test stimulus was only
rotated 90º relative to the adaptation stimulus or (2) the adaptation stimulus was heavily biased toward the component
grating percept. Event-related potential recordings were consistent with the involvement of visual cortical areas and suggested that the influence of recent stimulus exposure may
involve recruitment of additional brain processes beyond
those responsible for initial stimulus encoding. In contrast,
the effects of prior and current perceptual experience appeared
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to depend on similar brain processes. Although the data
presented here focus on vision, the work is discussed within
the context of data from a parallel series of experiments in
audition.
Keywords Multistability . Vision . Audition . Motion .
Rivalry . Electroencephalography
How the brain generates a perceptual experience from the
current sensory input remains a great mystery of science. To
investigate this question many researchers use ambiguous
stimuli that are perceptually bistable. The term “bistable”
means that an observer experiences continual switches in
perceptual state, despite observing an unchanging stimulus
(Leopold & Logothetis, 1999; Long & Toppino, 2004).
Importantly, the balance between the relative dominance of
the different perceptual interpretations is not fixed. Rather the
observer’s perceptual state appears to depend heavily on the
combined influence of the current stimulus properties (Long
& Toppino, 2004) and temporal context in which it is experienced, both in respect to previous stimulus exposure
(Brascamp, Knapen, Kanai, van Ee, & van den Berg, 2007;
Kanai & Verstraten, 2005; Maloney, Dal Martello, Sahm, &
Spillmann, 2005) and perceptual history (for a review, see
Pearson & Brascamp, 2008). These effects of prior stimulus
exposure and prior perceptual interpretations provide valuable
insights into the mechanisms that determine one’s current
conscious experience.
In a series of experiments, we used the auditory stream
segregation paradigm to explore the influence of past experience
on an observer’s subsequent perceptual grouping in audition
(Snyder, Carter, Hannon, & Alain, 2009; Snyder, Carter, Lee,
Hannon, & Alain, 2008; Snyder, Holder, Weintraub, Carter, &
Alain, 2009). This paradigm involves the presentation of low
tones (A), high tones (B), and silences (−) in a repeating ABApattern (Bregman & Campbell, 1971; Van Noorden, 1975).
Listeners are more likely to report a single coherent ABA-
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“galloping” sound in the first few repetitions of a continual
presentation of the auditory pattern. The coherent percept is also
more commonly experienced when the frequency difference
between A and B is small. With larger frequency differences,
listeners generally begin to report two segregated streams of
tones, each in a metronome-like rhythm (i.e., A-A-A-A- . . .
and –B—B— . . .; audio demos are available as online supplemental materials). The repeating ABA- pattern is bistable, with
perception alternating between interpretations of one coherent
stream or two segregated streams, even when the stimulus is
biased toward one of the two interpretations (Denham &
Winkler, 2006; Pressnitzer & Hupé, 2006). By presenting a
series of these auditory stream sequences in succession, we
demonstrated robust effects of exposure to prior stimulus features that lasted up to tens of seconds. Specifically, we found that
prior exposure to stimuli biased listeners toward either the coherent or segregated stream percepts in a suppressive fashion,
increasing the likelihood of the alternative percept being experienced during the subsequent trial (Snyder et al., 2008). A separate facilitative influence of the prior percept was also found if
the stimulus sequences were ambiguous and not biased toward
one of the two percepts. These effects are consistent with adaptation effects reported previously in numerous vision studies
(Carlson, 1953; Harris, 1980; Pearson & Brascamp, 2008).
They were, however, novel in the context of the auditory streaming paradigm and provided important support for the influence of
long-lasting memories for high-level auditory features (i.e., frequency difference and perceptual interpretation) on perception of
streaming. The fact that equivalent suppressive and facilitative
effects have now also been shown in the tactile domain (Carter,
Konkle, Wang, Hayward, & Moore, 2008) provides strong
evidence that these opposing influences of prior stimulus and
perceptual history may be mediated by similar mechanisms and/
or brain regions, independent of the sensory domain. The principal goal of the present study was to better understand the
effects of prior experience in vision and to compare them to
related findings in audition.
To investigate this question we selected the plaid stimulus
(Wallach, 1935; English translation in Wuerger, Shapley, &
Rubin, 1996) as it shares a number of analogous features with
the auditory streaming paradigm used previously—most notably the switch between a single coherent percept to one
consisting of two segregated stimulus elements (tones or
gratings). Furthermore, the plaid stimulus has been demonstrated to show many of the traditional hallmarks of perceptual
rivalry induced by bistable stimuli (Hupé & Rubin, 2003; von
Grünau & Dubé, 1993). The plaid stimulus consists of two
superimposed gratings moving at the same speed but in different directions. The stimulus is viewed through an aperture
and is typically first perceived as a single moving plaid, but
after prolonged viewing the gratings can be perceived as two
segregated gratings moving past each other (Hupé & Rubin,
2003; von Grünau & Dubé, 1993; Wallach, 1976). One aspect
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of the plaid stimulus that was of particular interest to us is that
an observer’s percept can be biased toward the single coherent
plaid or toward two segregated grating textures, by increasing
or decreasing the angle (α) between the directions of movement of the two gratings (Hupé & Rubin, 2003; see Fig. 1).
This sensitivity to α parallels the biasing of perception in the
auditory streaming paradigm that can be achieved by varying
the difference in frequency between the individual tone elements. In the three experiments described below, we used α to
test whether the effects of prior stimulus that we had previously demonstrated in the auditory domain also exist in the
visual domain. By combining psychophysics and electroencephalography (EEG), we systematically explored the levels
of processing that likely underlie the effects of prior stimulus
and perceptual context.

Experiment 1
In audition, a clear suppressive effect was caused by adaptation to an auditory sequence that was biased toward either the
coherent or the segregated percept (Snyder et al., 2008). As an
initial step here, we needed first to determine whether the
same effect would be seen in vision. To assess this, four
versions of the plaid stimulus with varying α values were
presented in a sequence of 17 trials (Fig. 1), such that each
successive trial acted as both the prior and current stimulus
within the testing block (16 prior–current trial pairs per block).
This procedure mirrored that used in a parallel auditory study
(see Exp. 3 of Snyder et al., 2008). It should be noted that
whereas numerous other studies have used adaptation to unambiguous stimuli to investigate the effects of different stimulus elements on the perception of ambiguous stimuli (Harris,
1980; Long & Toppino, 2004; von Grünau & Dubé, 1993),
few studies—and none using the plaid stimulus—have used
biased versions of the same ambiguous stimuli for both the
adaptation and test stimulus periods to demonstrate suppressive effects of prior adaptation (cf. Maloney et al., 2005).
Therefore, Experiment 1 had three principal aims: (1) to
determine whether suppressive effects could indeed be induced by biased ambiguous plaid stimuli; (2) to compare the
effects across a range of stimulus bias, to determine whether
suppressive effects were limited to stimuli that were truly
ambiguous, or whether effects were strong enough to overcome inherent biases within the test stimulus; and (3) to assess
the temporal persistence of any observed effects by comparing
conditions with interstimulus intervals (ISIs) of 1 or 10 s.
Method
Participants Six participants took part (one female, five male;
26–32 years of age). All were trained psychophysical observers
from Harvard University Vision Sciences Laboratory, reporting
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Fig. 1 Plaid stimulus used in Experiment 1. a The four versions of the
plaid stimulus were composed of transparent moving gratings within a
circular aperture (α values = 40º, 90º, 120º, and 150º). These stimuli are
generally perceived as either a coherent plaid moving up or two segregated surfaces that are seen as diagonal gratings sliding past each other
toward the left or right side of screen. b In order to bias the relative
dominance of the coherent or segregated percept, the angle of the gratings

was altered. The larger the angle (α) between the directions of motion of
the two grating components, the more likely the plaid will be segregated
into the percept of two sliding gratings. c The 17 trials in each block of
Experiment 1 were ordered to ensure that all possible pairs of two
consecutive plaid stimuli occurred exactly once. Note that both the box
style and number indicate the same α, as described in the caption for
Fig. 2

normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Apart from authors O.C.
and J.S.S., all other participants were naïve to the aims of the
experiment. The experiment was approved by the Harvard
University Committee on the Use of Human Subjects in
Research.

The stimulus was generated using MATLAB and
Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) and
was presented on a 16-in. monitor (85 Hz, 768 × 1,024
resolution).

Stimulus The plaid stimulus was composed of rectangularwave gratings with a duty cycle of 0.33 (one third dark gray
[14 cd/m2], two thirds light gray [22 cd/m2]), with each dark–
light period spanning 1º of visual angle (Fig. 1a). The dark
gratings moved at a speed of 2º/s. The intersecting regions of
the dark gray gratings were visibly darker (7 cd/m2), consistent with the phenomenal impression of a single bound plaid
surface or two transparent gratings with either the rightwardor leftward-tilting gratings sitting on top. This plaid pattern
was presented within a circular aperture (13º diameter) with a
gray background outside the aperture (14 cd/m2). A red 0.2º
fixation dot was presented centrally within a dark gray 9-cd/
m2 exclusion zone with a 1º diameter. Each trial consisted of a
20-s presentation of the dynamic plaid stimulus. Between
trials, the plaid gratings were removed from the screen, but
the remaining stimulus features were kept constant (fixation
point and dark gray aperture).
In each trial, the stimulus was oriented with the coherent
plaid moving upward, and the angle between the directions of
motion for the two gratings (α) was 40º, 90º, 120º, or 150º
(corresponding to the two gratings being tilted to the left and
right from a vertical orientation by 20º, 45º, 60º, or 75º,
respectively) (see Fig. 1a and b).

Procedure The plaid stimuli were presented over two
separate sessions, each consisting of five blocks of 17
trials, each trial lasting 20 s. In each block, the trials were
pseudorandomized using an algorithm that ensured that
each of the 16 possible pairs of two consecutive plaid
stimuli occurred exactly once. Because the first trial was
not preceded by any stimulus, 17 trials were needed to
achieve the 16 prior–current pair combinations (Fig. 1c).
In the two sessions, trials were separated by an ISI of either
1 or 10 s. The sessions were either completed on separate
days or after a break of at least 1 h, and the presentation
order of the two sessions was counterbalanced across
observers.
Participants were asked to maintain fixation throughout
the experiment and to press (and hold down) the down
arrow key when they perceived a coherent plaid. If the
stimulus was perceived as two overlaying gratings sliding
past each other, the right arrow key was pressed. Both keys
were held down during periods of confusion and were released during the blank ISIs between each trial. Participants’
button response data were recorded every 200 ms throughout
the 20-s duration of each trial. Head position was maintained
at 57 cm using a chin rest and the experiments were conducted
in a dimly lit room.
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Results
For all effects, our main measure of interest was the average
percentage of dominance of the segregated percept over the
20-s trial. A three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was run
with prior-α, ISI, and current-α as the three factors.
The time course of perceptual bias during the prior trial for
the 1-s and 10-s ISI conditions is illustrated in the left panels of
Fig. 2a and c, respectively (these data are averaged across all
participants as a function of prior-α for illustration purposes
only). During the adaptation period, increasing α from 40º to
150º led to a systematic increase in predominance of the
segregated percept, F (3, 3) = 59.44, p < .001, η 2 = .983
(power = 1.0) (left panels: Fig. 2a and b). After a 1-s ISI,
adaptation to biased stimuli in the prior trial lead to a clear
suppressive effect on the current trial (the right panel of
Fig. 2a illustrates this effect for all trials with a current-α of
90º). Specifically, if the prior trial was biased toward increased
dominance of the segregated percept, this percept was less
likely to be reported during the current trial as indicated by a
main effect of prior-α, F(3, 3) = 22.32, p < .025, η 2 = .957
(power = .926). This effect of prior-α on the predominance of

Fig. 2 Experiment 1 results. a The left panel shows the data from the 1-s
interstimulus interval (ISI) condition. For illustration purposes only, this
panel shows the average data from all trials for the four prior-α stimuli
(40º-α, light gray solid line; 90º-α, dotted gray line; 120º-α, dashed dark
gray line; 150º-α, solid black line). The right portion of the figure shows
data from only those trials with a current-α of 90º. The suppressive effect
of the prior stimulus is reflected by the inverted order of the curves during
the prior and current trials. b The left panel illustrates the overall effect of
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the segregated percept was clearly seen after an ISI of 1 s at
current-α 90º and current-α 120º (Fig. 2b, right panel).
Although this effect of prior-α was visibly reduced at the
extreme values of current-α (40º-α or 150º-α), the interaction
between current-α and prior-α was not testable due to insufficient residual degrees of freedom.
After a 10-s ISI, the effect of prior-α on current perception
was still observed; however, the magnitude of the effect was
reduced, as was suggested by a marginal interaction between ISI
and prior-α, F(3, 3) = 7.83, p = .062, η 2 = .887 (power = .557)
(Fig. 2c and d, right panel).
Simple effects of α were calculated by running independent one-way repeated measures ANOVAs for each of the
four current-α conditions. Using the Bonferroni correction for
repeated analysis, significant effects of prior-α were seen after
an ISI of 1 s at current-α 90º and current-α 120º (p < .01,
Fig. 2b). With a 10-s ISI, prior-α only had a significant effect
on the predominance of the segregated percept on the 120º
current-α condition (p < .01, Fig. 2d). At the extreme values
of current-α (40º-α or 150º-α ), the effect of prior-α was
clearly reduced and never reached significance for either the
1-s or the 10-s ISI.

α on the predominance of the segregated percept during the prior trial,
averaged over all prior trials. The right panel shows the main effect of
prior-α on current-α: The larger the prior-α, the less the segregated
percept dominates in the current trial. (c and d) These panels depict the
corresponding data from the trials separated by a 10-s ISI. *Bonferronicorrected significant effect of prior-α on perception for a particular
current-α, p < .01
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Discussion
Experiment 1 showed that the ambiguous plaid stimulus could
be reliably used to demonstrate and investigate the influence
of prior experience on one’s current perceptual state in a way
that is analogous to earlier studies in audition (Snyder et al.,
2008). By systematically biasing perception toward either the
coherent or segregated percepts (Hupé & Rubin, 2003, 2004),
a clear suppressive effect of prior stimulus was shown (i.e.,
participants were less likely to report the segregated percept if
their perception had been previously biased toward this percept). The suppressive effects were greatest when the current
stimulus was only moderately biased itself, suggesting that
prior stimulus exposure was not sufficient to overcome strong
stimulus-driven biases.
When interpreting the data from both auditory streaming
and visual plaid rivalry, it is important to be aware that the
initial percept induced by both stimuli is strongly—often
exclusively—biased toward the coherent percept (Hupé &
Rubin, 2003; Pressnitzer & Hupé, 2006). After the initial
dominance period the relative bias of the two percepts becomes more balanced. This distinction between the initial
dominance period at stimulus onset and the subsequent perceptual alterations is also seen in binocular rivalry and a
variety of other ambiguous stimuli (for a review, see Stanley,
Forte, Cavanagh, & Carter, 2011). One consequence of this
extreme bias toward the coherent percept is that the identity of
the first percept is less informative about the effect of prior
experience than it can be using other more balanced examples
of rivalry (Brascamp, Pearson, Blake, & van den Berg, 2009;
Chopin & Mamassian, 2010; de Jong, Knapen, & van Ee,
2012). Although this may cause us to miss some of the more
subtle effects of prior stimulus adaptation, the fact that effects
of prior stimulus are seen on the average perceptual dominance over the 20-s trial is testament to the strength of the
effects reported (the relative persistence of the effects over the
20-s trial interval can also be seen in the time course data
illustrated in Fig. 2a and c). One alternative measure of the
initial dominance period, that does show strong effects of prior
exposure is the duration of the initial dominance period (the
latency to first switch). In Experiments 1 and 2 presented here,
the change in latency to first switch showed the same pattern
as the change in overall dominance reported (i.e., conditions
with greater proportion of the segregated percept also had
shorter latency to the first switch toward the segregated percept). However, as the two aspects of data are nonindependent
and effectively describe the same overall result, the data on
latency of first switch has not been reported.
The results here are consistent with suppressive effects of
prior experience seen in our earlier auditory experiments
(Snyder, Carter, et al., 2009; Snyder et al., 2008). However,
one point of difference between the visual and auditory experiments is that the effects were shown to persist for up to
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30 s in audition (Snyder et al., 2008; see also Snyder &
Weintraub, 2013). In contrast, the influence of prior-α is
unlikely to persist for such long durations given that the
effects on the plaid were substantially reduced after a 10-s ISI.

Experiment 2
After demonstrating a robust suppressive effect of prior stimulus adaptation, we next explored the relative contribution of
low- and high-level processes in the observed effects. In
audition, suppressive effects of prior stimulus were surprisingly found to transfer to auditory stimuli constructed with
tones from a different frequency range (i.e., containing
nonoverlapping low-level features) but only partially to stimuli with different rhythmic structure (Snyder, Carter, et al.,
2009; Snyder & Weintraub, 2011). In addition, facilitative
effects of prior percept were also seen when non-biased stimuli were used in successive trials. Together, these results were
not explainable by low-level (i.e., frequency-specific) neural
populations coding the individual tone elements, which had
previously been thought to be sufficient to explain auditory
segregation of pure tone patterns (Hartmann & Johnson, 1991;
Moore & Gockel, 2002; Snyder & Alain, 2007). Rather the
results suggested a suppressive contribution of neural populations coding the “difference” in frequencies between the
individual tone elements and a facilitative contribution of
the percept-level representation of “coherence” versus “segregation” (Snyder, Carter, et al., 2009).
Experiment 2 investigated the involvement of similar
higher-level processes in vision. Specifically, we tested
whether suppressive effects could transfer across plaid stimuli
rotated either 90º or 180º (i.e., motion vectors for the two
gratings or the diamond-like plaid intersections within adaptation and test stimulus would be nonoverlapping, while all
other stimulus properties would be held constant). We also
assessed the effect of prior perceptual state, in the absence of
any stimulus change.
Method
Ten participants took part (three female, seven male; 24–
32 years of age), including five from Experiment 1. Apart
from authors O.C. and J.S.S., all other participants were naïve
to the aims of the experiment.
Five blocks of 16 trials were presented. Each trial consisted
of a 15-s adaptation period and a 15-s test period, separated by
a 1-s ISI. During the adaptation period, the plaid region was
either blank or contained a plaid with α values of 50º, 105º, or
150º. The ambiguous 105º-α plaid was always used as the
test. On each trial, the orientation of the adaptation plaid was
randomly selected from among coherent motion being seen as
up, down, to the left, or to the right. The motion direction of
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the test plaid was either consistent with the adaptation stimulus or rotated ±90º or 180º. Note that the effect of rotation was
only assessed in respect to adaptation to the biased 150º and
50º stimuli; consequently, the 105º–105º adaptation–test pair
was only assessed in a condition of no rotation. Each adaptation–test pair was separated by a 5-s interval and only
presented once per block. During these intervals and the
“blank” adaptation period, a uniform gray field was presented
in place of the plaid.
In all other respects, the stimulus and instructions were
identical to those described for Experiment 1.

The same pattern of results was observed, regardless of the
absolute motion direction of the adaptation plaid. The data,
therefore, were grouped across the four adaptation motion
directions and were analyzed only on the basis of relative
rotation between the adaptation and test periods.
Consistent with Experiment 1, after 0º rotation, adaptation-α
had a significant suppressive effect on the overall dominance of
the segregated percept during the test, F (1, 9) = 22.72,
p < .0025, η 2 = .716 (power = .988; see Fig. 3a). Interestingly,

Fig. 3 Results from Experiment 2. The time-course data are shown on
the left side of each row, whereas the overall effect of adaptation-α on the
percent dominance of the segregated bias during the test period is shown
in each corresponding right panel. Error bars represent 95 % confidence
intervals. a After 0º rotation, clear suppressive effects were seen when the
test stimulus followed one of the two biased adaptation stimuli, relative to

trials following the ambiguous 105º-α plaid. The dotted black line shows
the effect of adaptation to a blank stimulus. b When the test stimulus was
rotated 90º relative to the adaptation stimulus, we observed no effect of
prior exposure to the biased 50º-α or 150º-α plaid stimuli. c Adaptation
effects returned in trials on which the test stimulus was rotated 180º
relative to the adaptation stimulus
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trials preceded by the 150º-α plaid were indistinguishable from
those preceded by a blank interval.
When the test was rotated ±90º, the effect of adaptation-α
was abolished, F(1, 9) = 0.52, n.s. (Fig. 3b). Surprisingly,
when the test was rotated by 180º between the adaptation and
test stimuli, a clear suppressive effect of prior-α was present
(though weaker then that seen in the 0º-rotation condition),
F(1, 9) = 8.52, p < .05 (Fig. 3c). This pattern of results was
reflected by an interaction between adaptation-α and rotation,
F(2, 8) = 36.87, p < .001, η 2 = .902 (power = 1.0).
To assess the effect of prior perception, we reanalyzed the data
from trials in which the 105º-α stimulus was presented in both
the adaptation and test periods. After first sorting all trials on the
basis of whether the final percept during the adaptation period
was coherent or segregated, we found no effect of prior perceptual state on the perceptual dominance during the subsequent test
period, F(1, 9) = 0.14, p = .717, η 2 = .015 (power = .063).
Discussion
A previous study by von Grünau and Dubé (1993) demonstrated that adaptation to unambiguous versions of the coherent or segregated plaid stimuli (or selected elements of the
stimuli such as a single grating) lead to clear suppressive
effects on subsequent viewing of an ambiguous (transparent)
plaid stimulus (von Grünau & Dubé, 1993). Consistent with
this study, and with our results from Experiment 1, we also
found a suppressive effect of adaptation to “coherence” using
our novel biased stimuli in the no-rotation condition.
In direct contrast, however, we found no effect of adaptation
to a stimulus biased toward segregation (the 150º-α stimulus)
relative to the trials in which a blank gray screen was presented
during the adaptation period (Fig. 3a, dotted line). Our contradictory “segregation adaptation” results likely reflect the fact
that we used adaptation to an intact ambiguous plaid that was
heavily biased toward the segregated percept, rather than using
the individual grating elements that make up the ambiguous
plaid stimuli (von Grünau & Dubé, 1993). Together, these
results suggest that adaptation to the individual motion vectors
of the identical grating components is sufficient to induce
suppressive effects (von Grünau & Dubé, 1993). However,
adaptation to pattern “segregation” per se is not sufficient to
cause suppressive effects of the segregated percept. Our results
also provide a cautionary warning that contradictory results can
be seen when comparing adaptation to biased ambiguous stimuli with adaptation to nonambiguous stimuli.
In audition, not only were suppressive effects seen for both
segregated and coherent percepts, but these effects of prior
stimulus transferred to subsequent test stimuli that did not
share low-level stimulus features (i.e., tones sampled from
nonoverlapping frequency ranges; Snyder, Carter, et al.,
2009). This result was consistent with the proposed involvement of higher-level neural populations in distinguishing
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between coherence/binding and segregation with complex
auditory stimuli (Snyder & Alain, 2007). Using the plaid
motion stimulus, the present study was unable to identify an
analogous degree of transference in vision. Indeed, the influence of prior stimulus exposure was totally abolished when
the stimulus was rotated by 90º, such that the component
motion vectors from the adaptation and test plaid stimuli did
not overlap. In further contrast to our auditory experiments,
we found no effect of prior perception. However, it is difficult
to draw strong conclusions from this prior-perception result,
as we had data from only ten trials (for each of the ten
participants) in which the same 105º-α stimulus was
presented in both the adaptation and test periods.
The second surprising result was that despite all suppressive effects being abolished after 90º rotation, they nevertheless reappeared (though at reduced levels) when the test stimulus was rotated 180º relative to the adapting stimulus.
Together, our results suggest that the primary driver of our
observed suppressive effect may be sustained adaptation of
the neural population selective for the axis, but not the absolute direction, of motion of the dominant percept(s). In the
case of the coherent plaid, the axis of motion of the dominant
percept was consistent with the diamond intersections. In the
case in which the segregated gratings dominated perception,
the diamond intersections still followed the same motion axis;
however, they appeared to be insufficient to cause suppressive
effects when they were not perceptually salient.
Although it is difficult to speculate as to the neural locus of
this “axis-of-motion” effect, some neurons in primary visual
cortex (V1) are known to respond (generally at a reduced
capacity) to motion traveling along the same axis, but in the
opposite direction to the neuron’s “preferred” direction (Hubel
& Wiesel, 1962, 1968). In contrast, neurons in the motionsensitive medial temporal (MT) area generally showed greater
direction selectivity and no response to motion 180º from the
preferred direction (Dubner & Zeki, 1971). It may also be that
the orientation of the gratings (also likely represented in V1)
could be playing a role as they are close to horizontal for both
the upward and downward motion. Alternatively, adaptation
to the strongly biased plaid stimuli may have led to “priming”
of a higher-level representation of a coherent plaid percept that
is direction specific and is expressed as a suppressive effect on
plaids moving in the opposite direction. Although further
research will be needed to tease apart the effects observed
here, the plaid provides a useful stimulus to better understand
the effects of prior exposure to visual motion and its effect on
perceptual dominance.

Experiment 3
The final experiment was designed to parallel our previous
study that had used an EEG protocol to investigate the
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physiological correlates of the effects of prior auditory experience on the auditory streaming paradigm. In that study, we
were able to dissociate the pattern of neural modulation associated with the initial encoding of the current stimulus from
the influence of previous stimulus exposure (Snyder, Holder,
et al., 2009). Here, we aimed to measure the neural populations involved in both the encoding of the current stimulus and
stimulus-driven adaptation for the visual plaid.
An additional aim of Experiment 3 was to further explore
any evidence of a facilitative effect of prior percept. Such
facilitative effects of prior percept have now been seen using a
range of ambiguous stimuli in the visual (Brascamp et al.,
2008; Leopold, Wilke, Maier, & Logothetis, 2002; Maier,
Wilke, Logothetis, & Leopold, 2003), and tactile domains
(Carter et al., 2008). Using the auditory streaming paradigm
we were also able to demonstrate facilitative effects of prior
percept (Snyder, Carter, et al., 2009; Snyder, Holder, et al.,
2009). In Experiment 2 above, we were unable to detect a
significant facilitative effect of prior percept; however, this
may have been due to a lack of power (data were limited to
only ten trials for each of the ten participants). To maximize
the number of trials obtained for analysis, we tested more
people in our final experiment and only considered the three
no-rotation conditions from Experiment 2.
Methods
Participants A group of 32 participants (19 women, 13 male;
18–42 years of age) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision
from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, community participated after giving written informed consent according to guidelines at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Five additional
participants took part but did not complete the experiment due
to technical problems (three), abnormal pattern of perception
during adaptation (one), or withdrawal from the experiment due
to physical discomfort (one).
Materials and procedure All stimulus parameters were the
same as described above in Experiment 2. The only difference
was that the size of the adaptation and test plaid pattern was
increased (to maximize the EEG responses) with a diameter of
21.4º and a black 0.2º fixation dot was presented centrally
within a dark gray exclusion zone of 1.8º diameter.
The plaid pattern moved upward smoothly for six frames
(100 ms), followed by six blank gray frames (100 ms) and
then reappeared as if it had been moving throughout the blank
period, giving an impression of smooth movement with a 5Hz flicker. The resulting motion onsets, separated by a 200-ms
interonset interval, were used to time lock the EEG responses.
Each trial consisted of an 8-s adaptation period (40 onsets),
a 1.5-s ISI, and an 8-s test period (40 onsets) (see Fig. 4a). Five
blocks of 30 trials were presented (ten for each of the three
adaptation-α values). Thus, each adaptation-α was presented
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50 times, resulting in 2,000 onsets for each participant per
condition. Three practice trials (one of each type) were
presented prior to beginning the experiment. Stimuli were
presented on a 19-in. monitor (60 Hz, 1,680 × 1,050) using
a custom program written with Presentation software.
Participants sat in a comfortable chair in a dimly lit room
and rested their heads against the back of the chair at a viewing
distance of 80 cm. Participants were asked to fixate on the
central point during electrophysiological recording and to
remain still while the stimuli were presented. At the end of
each adaptation and test period, the participants used their
right hand to indicate on a button box whether they perceived
(1) a coherent upward moving plaid pattern for the entire
sequence or (2) two sliding gratings moving diagonally toward the upper left and upper right, respectively, at any point
during the sequence. EEG signals were digitized continuously
(512-Hz sampling rate and a 104-Hz bandwidth) using a 72channel Biosemi ActiveTwo system. For more details on the
EEG setup, see Snyder, Holder, et al. (2009).
Data analysis A repeated measures ANOVA was used to test
for the effect of adaptation-α (50º, 105º, 150º) on the proportions of trials that participants reported the segregated percept
during the adaptation and test periods individually.
All offline ERP analyses were performed using the Brain
Electrical Source Analysis software (BESA), except for baseline correction and amplitude measurements, which were
performed by custom scripts in MATLAB. Noisy electrodes
were noted during the recording and were interpolated prior to
analysis. Ocular artifacts (blinks, saccades, and smooth movements) were first corrected automatically within BESA using a
spatial-filtering based method (Ille, Berg, & Scherg, 2002).
Epochs contaminated by any remaining artifacts (amplitude >
150μV, gradient > 75μV, low signal < 0.10μV) were automatically rejected before averaging. EEG epochs were averaged separately across all nonartifact trials for each of the three
stimulus conditions, for the adaptation and test sequences, and
for each electrode site, and re-referenced to the average of all
electrodes not adjacent to the eyes. Epochs were digitally
bandpass filtered to attenuate frequencies below 3 Hz (6-dB/
octave attenuation, forward) and above 30 Hz (24-dB/octave
attenuation, symmetrical).
To examine the effects of adaptation-α on the onsetevoked ERPs, trial epochs with Time 0 at each onset were
segmented with a 400-ms pretrigger baseline period and a
400-ms posttrigger active period (corresponding to four onset
cycles). ERPs were baseline corrected by subtracting the mean
of the −20- to 0-ms portion of the epoch (20 ms preceding an
onset) from each point in the epoch.
To examine the effects of perception during adaptation on
α-related activity, EEG epochs were processed as described
above, using only those epochs with an adaptation-α of 105º,
and were divided according to perception reported during the
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Fig. 4 Stimuli and behavioral results in Experiment 3. a The plaid was
presented intermittently to evoke event-related potential (ERP) responses,
moving smoothly for 100 ms at a time, followed by a 100-ms blank. Each
trial started with adaptation to the 50º-α, the 105º-α, or the 150º-α plaid.
After a 1.5-s ISI with a blank screen, an ambiguous 105º-α plaid was
presented for the test period. b Behavioral data averaged across all
participants (± SE) show that larger adaptation-α values resulted in more

reports of segregated gratings during adaptation (solid line, filled diamonds), but this same percept was suppressed during the ambiguous
105º-α test (dotted line, filled squares). c Grouping data on the basis of
the prior percept from the 105º-α adaptation trials show that perceiving
the segregated percept during the adaptation period facilitated this segregated percept when the same, ambiguous 105º-α stimulus was used for
the test period (± SE)

adaptation sequence. We reaveraged the data for 31 participants who had at least 100 nonartifact epochs for each percept
in the adaptation and test periods.
All epochs corresponding to either adaptation-α or perception were further sorted into four time bins (t1, t2, t3, t4,
corresponding to the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quarters of a trial,
respectively) to examine how effects of adaptation-α or perception changed during the course of the adaptation and test
sequences.
To visualize and identify the time ranges and electrodes
expressing maximal differences, we first calculated difference
waves from the grand-averaged original waveforms between
conditions of interest. The mean event-related potential (ERP)
amplitudes were then calculated from the original waveforms
for the identified time ranges and electrodes expressing maximal differences. The difference waves were not used for
statistical analysis; rather, the original waveforms were used,
as they typically have better signal-to-noise ratios. Note that
mean amplitude values can reflect both changes in amplitude
and latency of neuronal sources and are less susceptible to
noisy data than are peak amplitude/latency measurements
(Picton et al., 2000). Mean amplitudes were averaged across
electrode sites for each participant and submitted to ANOVAs.

Results
Behavior Consistent with the suppressive effects seen in
Experiments 1 and 2, adaptation to larger α values biased
observers toward the segregated percept during the adaptation
period, F(2, 30) = 84.23, p < .001, η 2 = .849 (power = 1.0)
(Fig. 4b, solid line) and reduced reports of the segregated percept
during subsequent presentation of the ambiguous 105º-α test,
F(2, 30) = 21.95, p < .001, η 2 = .594 (power = 1.0). This
significant suppressive effect reflects a relative increase in the
segregated percept after 50º-α and 105º-α adaptation, as compared to periods of adaptation to the 150º-α plaids (Fig. 4b,
dashed line).
To assess the effect of prior perception, data from all trials
with the ambiguous 105º-α presented during the adaptation
and test periods were divided on the basis of whether or not
participants experienced the segregated percept at any point
during the adaptation period. One participant was excluded for
always perceiving the adaptation in the same way, whereas all
other participants reported both percepts at the end of different
adaptation trials. Prior perception was found to have a facilitative effect, such that participants perceiving segregated gratings during adaptation periods were more likely to report the
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same perceptual state during the ambiguous test, F(1, 30) =
33.69, p < .001, η 2 = .529 (power = 1.0) (Fig. 4c).
Electrophysiology ERPs time-locked to motion onsets occurred with maximal amplitude at 108 ms in midlineoccipital and lateral-temporal electrodes. This peak is somewhat earlier than previous reports of motion-related ERPs.
This is likely to be due to the quasi-steady-state nature of the
5-Hz stimulus presentation rate and/or the fact that this early
response may represent an onset response, rather than a
motion-specific response (Ahlfors et al., 1999; Aspell,
Tanskanen, & Hurlbert, 2005; Bundo et al., 2000; Probst,
Plendl, Paulus, Wist, & Scherg, 1993). However, some early
motion-specific responses have been identified (e.g., Ffytche,
Guy, & Zeki, 1995; Uusitalo, Virsu, Salenius, Nasanen, &
Hari, 1997).
The visually identified electrodes showing maximal α related modulations during the adaptation period were based
on difference waves taken between the most extreme α levels
(150º–50º). As is shown in Fig. 5a and b, separate difference
waves were taken for each of four 2-s time bins (t1–t4) of the
trial (each bin contained ten onset-evoked responses per trial
that were averaged together). Significant negative increases of
ERP amplitude were quantified in the original waveforms and
occurred from 30 to 60 ms and from 125 to 170 ms following
the onset at Oz, F s(2, 30) = 42.51 and 22.33, ps < .001, η 2s =
.739 and .598 (power = 1.0 and 1.0), and these differences
became larger throughout the course of the trial (i.e., from t1 to
t4), especially for the largest α, as indicated by a main effect
of time, Fs(3, 29) = 0.04 and 6.00, ps < .005, η 2s = .510 and
.383 (power = .995 and .929), and an interaction between α
and time bin, Fs(6, 26) = 4.38 and 6.04, ps < .01, η 2s = .503
and .582 (power = .949 and . 991).
Modulations during the test period due to adaptation-α
were visually identified by calculating difference waves between trials preceded by 50º-α and 150º-α, respectively. Note
that this subtraction is in the opposite direction than was used
for the adaptation-α calculations, in line with the opposite/
suppressive effects of adaptation-α seen on perception during
the adaptation and test period. As shown in Fig. 5a (bottom)
and Fig. 5b (right), adaptation-α -related difference waves
were present throughout the test sequence, with an increase
from t1 to t2 and subsequent decreases at t3 and t4 from 10 to
60 ms at Oz (as quantified in the original waveforms), as
indicated by a significant linear trend for α , F s(2, 30) =
7.04, p < .005, η 2 = .319 (power = .901), and significant
linear and quadratic trends for time, F s(3, 93) = 17.42 and
37.31, ps < .001, η 2s = .360 and .546 (power = .981 and 1.0).
Some of the changes in amplitude observed in the waveform
may have resulted in part from changes in latencies of components, as in the adaptation data. Correlations between the
effects of α (150º–50º) on ERPs during adaptation (at 30–60
and 125–170 ms) and the effect of α on ERPs during the test
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(at 10–60 ms) were small [r(30) = .385, p < .05, and r(30) =
.043, p = .82, respectively], meaning that individuals with
large α -related modulations during the adaptation did not
necessarily have large modulations during the test due to
adaptation-α.
To identify brain activity specific to the individual’s perceptual state, the data from the trials in which the ambiguous
105º-α plaid was presented during both the adaptation and test
period were sorted on the basis of whether a coherent plaid or
segregated gratings was perceived during the adaptation period.
For ERPs corresponding to the adaptation and test periods, a
perception-related modulation peaking around 90 ms was maximal at Oz (Fig. 5c–d), with more positive activity when participants perceived segregated gratings rather than the coherent
plaid (quantified in the original waveforms from 75 to 100 and
from 75 to 115 ms, for adaptation and test, respectively),
although the modulation was only significant during adaptation, F(1, 30) = 4.86, p < .05, η 2 = .139 (power = .569), but not
during the test, F(1, 30) = 1.784, p = .19, η 2 = .056 (power =
.253).
A separate modulation also occurred during the adaptation
and test with more positive activity when participants perceived two gratings at right lateral electrodes (quantified in the
original waveforms at PO7 and PO8 from 160 to 185 and 140
to 175 ms for adaptation and test, respectively), resulting in a
significant hemisphere by perception interaction, F (1, 30) =
9.48, p < .005, η 2 = .240 (power = .846) and F(1, 30) = 6.23,
p < .025, η 2 = .172 (power = .676).
In contrast to the effects of adaptation-α, correlations between
effects of perception (segregated – coherent) on ERPs indicated
substantial similarity between the perception-related brain activity during adaptation and test [Oz effect, r(29) = .752, p < .001;
PO8 effect, r(29) = .422, p < .025].

Discussion
The α-related difference waves were present throughout the
adaptation sequence (even during t1), with maximum amplitude at occipital electrodes, and increased amplitude over time
(Fig. 5a and b, left), possibly reflecting the increasing occurrence of the segregated percept as viewing duration increased
(Hupé & Rubin, 2003; Pressnitzer & Hupé, 2006). The apparent difference in scalp topographies during the adaptation
and the test, in addition to the low correlations between the
adaptation and test α-related modulations, suggest that (at
least partially) distinct neural populations underlie the stimulus adaptation effects and encoding of the current stimulus.
We were able to show a facilitative effect of prior percept in
this final experiment consisting of 50 105º-α adaptation/test
trials per person, which mirrors our results in audition
(Snyder, Carter, et al., 2009; Snyder, Holder, et al., 2009)
and is consistent with previous reports of perceptual
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Fig. 5 Grand-average difference waves (150º – 50º for adaptation and
50º – 150º for test) showing modulations due to adaptation-α. a Scalp
topographical patterns of voltage at the largest peak of difference waves
during adaptation and test (140 and 30 ms after onset, respectively). In
both cases, the maximum difference was seen at midline occipital electrodes. b Difference wave traces for adaptation (150º – 50º) and test (50º –
150º): Evolution of difference waves over time, shown for four time bins
(t1–t4) at electrode Oz during the adaptation and test periods. The effect
of α increases over time during adaptation and decreases over time during
test, indicative of a decaying effect of adaptation-α. c Grand-average

effects of perception on event-related potentials (ERPs) at the midline
occipital electrode. When segregation rather than coherence was perceived during adaptation, the ERPs showed similar modulations during
adaptation and test. Scalp voltage patterns are for difference waves
(segregation – coherence for both adaptation and test). The largest peaks
of difference waves during adaptation and test showed the maximum
difference at midline occipital electrodes. d Difference wave traces (segregation – coherence for both adaptation and test). The maximum difference due to current and prior perception occurred around 90 ms

facilitation or stabilization in vision (for a review, see Pearson
& Brascamp, 2008). However, to avoid movement artifacts in
the EEG analysis, participants did not report their perceptual
state throughout the duration of the trial (in contrast to Exps. 1
and 2), but rather had to indicate at the end of the trial whether
or not they had experienced the segregated percept during the
trial. Therefore, on trials in which participants selected the
response that “the segregated percept was never experienced
during the entire trial duration” we can be confident that the
coherent percept was dominant at the trial’s end. But we have

no way of determining which trials finished with the segregated percept dominating.
ERPs during adaptation and test were modulated by the
perceptual state as reported at the end of the adaptation.
Importantly the distinct time courses and polarities of modulations as a result of perceptual state, relative to modulations
due to α and prior-α, suggest that the α-related modulations
described above were not simply due to effects of perception
on the ERPs. Another notable finding was the similar and
correlated effects of perceptual state at the end of adaptation
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on ERPs during adaptation and test, suggesting similar neural
generators for these two effects.

General discussion
This study used the ambiguous plaid stimulus to explore the
effects of prior experience on current visual perception.
Combining psychophysics and EEG, both prior stimulus
properties and perceptual state were found to influence current
perception in distinct ways.
Investigating the effect of prior stimulus and perceptual
experience using psychophysics
The present experiments paralleled a recent series of auditory
studies using ambiguous stimuli that investigated the perceptual consequence of prior adaptation to biased stimuli (Snyder,
Carter, et al., 2009; Snyder et al., 2008; Snyder, Holder, et al.,
2009). Both the present visual experiments and the previous
auditory studies follow an extensive tradition of using adaptation to investigate a range of different aspects of perceptual
processing in visual (Addams, 1834; Gibson & Radner, 1937),
auditory (Holt, 2005; Shu, Swindale, & Cynader, 1993), tactile (Thalman, 1922; Watanabe, Hayashi, Kajimoto, Tachi, &
Nishida, 2007), gustatory (Filipello, 1956), and olfactory
(Cheesman & Mayne, 1953) domains.
Experiment 1 provided an initial demonstration (1) that it is
possible to reliably bias the perception of the ambiguous plaid
stimulus toward either the coherent or segregated percept by
decreasing or increasing α, respectively, and (2) that the biased
stimuli could induce suppressive effects on subsequently
presented ambiguous plaid stimuli. This initial demonstration
of suppressive effects with the plaid stimulus were consistent
with those seen in our related auditory study (Snyder, Carter,
et al., 2009; Snyder et al., 2008) and an additional study using
ambiguous tactile stimuli (Carter et al., 2008).
One of the most surprising findings from our auditory
studies was that adaptation effects transferred to other stimuli
with nonoverlapping low-level stimulus elements (i.e., the test
stimulus consisted of tones from a frequency range that was
completely nonoverlapping with the adaptation stimulus).
These results were unexpected, as it suggested an involvement
of neurons coding the magnitude of separation between tone
elements. This was in direct contrast to the commonly held
view that the principal determinants of whether an auditory
tone sequence is perceived as a single coherent percept, or as
two segregated tone streams, is the relative activity of the
neurons coding the frequency of individual tone elements
(Micheyl et al., 2007). Because of the noted similarities between the auditory streaming and the visual plaid paradigms,
which both alternate between segregated and coherent percepts (Hupé, Joffo, & Pressnitzer, 2008), we were interested to
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explore whether an analogous effect of magnitude of difference between component motion direction (α) could be identified in the plaid stimulus. To assess whether our suppressive
effects of prior adaptation could transfer to stimuli with
nonoverlapping component features (i.e., motion vectors), in
Experiment 2 we investigated the effect of stimulus rotation.
In contrast to the transference seen in audition, suppressive
effects of the plaid stimulus did not survive a 90º rotation.
Although this result may suggest greater involvement of the
low-level stimulus features in this visual paradigm relative to
the auditory streaming paradigm, it is possible that greater
transference would have been seen if other stimulus features
such as spatial frequency were varied instead of orientation.
More research is needed to draw firm conclusions about the
underlying mechanisms. However, the finding that suppressive effects returned when the test stimulus was rotated 180º
provides some evidence of the involvement of neural populations sensitive to component grating orientation or with bidirectional motion responses.
To test the effects of prior perceptual state on the perception
of subsequent ambiguous stimuli, data from the ambiguous
105º-α adaptation were sorted on the basis of prior perception
during the adaptation period. Although the present experiments were not optimized to investigate this effect of prior
percept, both Experiments 2 and 3 contained trials suitable for
this analysis. In Experiment 2, we found no effects of prior
percept; however, this may have been due to the limited
numbers of trials available in the analysis. In Experiment 3,
prior perception was found to have a facilitative effect: If
participants perceived two segregated gratings during the
adaptation period, they were more likely to report the same
perceptual state during the test period. This result is consistent
with similar findings using a variety of other ambiguous visual
(Brascamp et al., 2008; Leopold et al., 2002; Maier et al.,
2003), auditory (Snyder, Carter, et al., 2009; Snyder, Holder,
et al., 2009), and tactile (Carter et al., 2008) stimuli. However,
the present data need to be interpreted with caution, since
participants were not able to report their perceptual state
throughout the duration of the trial.
Taken together, these results suggest that both the suppressive and facilitative effects demonstrated here using the plaid
represent a general characteristic of ambiguous stimuli that
exists across sensory modalities. The greater degree of transference of adaptation in the auditory studies suggests a relatively greater influence of low-level sensory areas in vision than
audition. However, more work is still required to fully understand these effects as a number of factors remain to be explored.
For example, it is likely that effects will depend heavily on
stimulus presentation times as it has previously been shown that
changing the duration of presentation time, or inter-stimulus
interval, can cause the effects of previous stimulus/percept to
completely reverse from facilitation to suppression (Brascamp
et al., 2007; Kanai & Verstraten, 2005).
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Using EEG to investigate the suppressive and facilitative
effects of the plaid
The ERP results from Experiment 3 showed modulations due to
α during the adaptation and test at occipital electrode sites.
These results are consistent with earlier proposals that the biasing effects of α result from activation of motion-directionselective neurons such as those that are present in V1 and MT
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1962, 1968; Huk & Heeger, 2002; Serences &
Boynton, 2007).
Looking at the adaptation period in isolation, the modulations
of ERPs peaked around 40 and 140 ms following onset of the
motion stimuli and became larger in amplitude as time
progressed throughout the adaptation period. Although continuous behavioral judgments were not collected in the present study,
to minimize motor artifacts, we can infer from Experiments 1
and 2 that the incidence of the segregated percept would have
likely increased over the duration of the trial. It is therefore
possible that this increase in amplitude of α-related ERPs at
occipital electrodes is related to the increased likelihood of the
segregated percept after initial dominance of the coherent percept
in the plaid paradigm. The increased amplitude over time could
reflect the engagement of two distinct neural populations
representing the two segregated gratings, as compared to the
single neural network required to represent the coherent plaid
pattern moving in a single direction. Although speculative, this
possibility is consistent with current theories about the neural
mechanisms underlying the segregation of analogous auditory
tone patterns (Micheyl et al., 2007; Snyder & Alain, 2007).
During the test, modulation of the ERP as a function of
adaptation-α was seen at 30 ms following the onset of the
plaid stimuli. This modulation was present for the first half of
the test period but markedly diminished during the second half
of the test period, possibly reflecting the fading of neural
adaptation underlying the suppressive adaptation-α effect.
The different topographies and the low correlations between
α-related modulations during the adaptation and test suggest
that, at least partially distinct neural populations are modulated by prior stimuli, relative to the neural populations that were
activated by the initial processing of the stimuli.
This issue deserves further exploration in future studies to
address whether the effects of prior stimuli and prior percepts
can truly be dissociated. For example, it would be important to
manipulate the prior stimulus without also changing the prior
perception and visa versa. Since in the present experiment we
used extreme alpha values to reliably bias perception, more
subtle differences in alpha would be needed to generate enough
trials dominated by each of the alternative percepts. It might
then also be possible to sort trials on the basis of ERP amplitude
(rather than stimulus or percept values) during adaptation to see
if the brain activity in time ranges we identified as being
important are actually sufficient by themselves to modulate
later perception during the test. In addition, simple replications
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and extensions of the ERP effects would be important to carry
out because the present ERP experiment was exploratory by
necessity. The identified ERP modulations are not routinely
associated with known motion-specific responses and would
therefore benefit from modification of the paradigm used in the
present study. For example, using longer delays between stimulus flicker would enable clearer identification of the time
course of ERP modulations to individual stimulus onsets than
was possible in the present study, which used more of a steadystate-like ERP paradigm.
For trials in which the ambiguous 105º-α was used for both
the adaptation and test stimulus, the present study identified
perception-related ERP modulations that occurred at midline
electrodes at 90 ms and lateral occipital electrodes at 160 ms in
response to the onset of motion stimuli during both the adaptation and test. Significant correlations across individuals between
the amplitude of perception-related modulations during the adaptation and test periods suggests that common neural populations may be involved in both representation of current percepts
and the maintenance of a memory trace reflecting prior perceptual states. Given that one recent study identified brain activity in
face-specific brain areas during storage of prior perception of
face stimuli during binocular rivalry (Sterzer & Rees, 2008), it
follows that the motion-specific brain areas responsible for determining the observers’ current percept may be the same brain
areas that maintain a representation of recent perceptual states
induced by the plaid. Although future research will be required
in order to identify the specific brain regions involved, the
present data are consistent with a number of previous studies
implicating superficial occipital cortex along with medial
temporal and parietal areas specifically in coding ambiguous
motion perception (Britten, Newsome, Shadlen, Celebrini, &
Movshon, 1996; Brouwer & van Ee, 2007; Dodd, Krug,
Cumming, & Parker, 2001; Grunewald, Bradley, & Andersen,
2002; Moutoussis & Zeki, 2008; Serences & Boynton, 2007;
Williams, Elfar, Eskandar, Toth, & Assad, 2003).
Conclusion
Here we have shown that the suppressive effects of prior
stimulus bias and the facilitative effects of prior perceptual state
previously seen using auditory and tactile stimuli can also be
demonstrated using the ambiguous plaid motion stimulus. The
fact that these results mirror findings of a parallel series of
studies using the auditory streaming paradigm (Snyder,
Carter, et al., 2009; Snyder et al., 2008; Snyder, Holder, et al.,
2009) suggests that a full understanding of the neural factors
responsible for generating one’s current experience may require
consideration of prior adaptation effects across all modalities.
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